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2017-04-04 R. R. Busse This is an exciting leveled reader based on the
epic new movie, Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2. Passport to
Reading Level 2

1995 Robert R. Sands NOTE Special Title: PAPERBACK OUT OF
PRINT 1/22/99 This book is about the relationship between blackness,
ethnicity, and speed. It is an in-depth ethnographic and
anthropological study of a population of collegiate sprinters,
constructed upon a formal model of ethnic and cultural identity which
sees social interaction, expressed in the order and arrangement of
social identities, as a means of establishing social networks through
universal or cognitive rules.

2010-03-20 Tamara Adlin The Essential Persona Lifecycle: Your Guide
to Building and Using Personas offers a practical guide to the creation
and use of personas, which can help product designers, their team,
and their organization become more user focused. This book is for
people who just need to know what to do and what order to do it in. It
is completely focused on practical tools and methods, without much
explanation on why the particular tool or method is the right one. The
book discusses the five phases of persona lifecycle: Family planning —
Basic ideas and a few tools that will help one get organized Conception
and gestation — Step-by-step instructions to move from assumptions
to completed personas Birth and maturation — Strategic techniques to
get the right information about ones personas out to ones your
teammates at the right time Adulthood — Specific tools that will
ensure that ones personas are used by the right people at the right
times and in the right ways during the product development cycle
Lifetime achievement and retirement — Basic ideas and a few tools to
you measure the success of the persona effort and prepare for the next
one Practical and immediately applicable how-to reference guide for
building and using personas – from planning, creating, launching,
evaluating, and determining ROI Invaluable guide that gives you a
quick reference for incorporating personas into a product development
process Features all the essential how-to material from its parent
book, The Persona Lifecycle, as a quick, at your fingertips companion

1912

2018-05-31 Mangalam Nandakumar A guide to product management
exploring the best practices: identifying the impact-driven product,
planning for success, setting up and measuring time-bound metrics,
and developing a lean product roadmap. Key Features Identifying
Impact-Driven Products Investing in Key Business Outcomes Value
mapping to maintain a lean product backlog Utilizing time-bound
product metrics Eliminating process waste Book Description Lean
Product Management is about finding the smartest way to build an
Impact Driven Product that can deliver value to customers and meet
business outcomes when operating under internal and external
constraints. Author, Mangalam Nandakumar, is a product

management expert, with over 17 years of experience in the field.
Businesses today are competing to innovate. Cost is no longer the
constraint, execution is. It is essential for any business to harness
whatever competitive advantage they can, and it is absolutely vital to
deliver the best customer experience possible. The opportunities for
creating impact are there, but product managers have to improvise on
their strategy every day in order to capitalize on them. This is the
Agile battleground, where you need to stay Lean and be able to
respond to abstract feedback from an ever shifting market. This is
where Lean Product Management will help you thrive. Lean Product
Management is an essential guide for product managers, and to
anyone embarking on a new product development. Mangalam
Nandakumar will help you to align your product strategy with business
outcomes and customer impact. She introduces the concept of
investing in Key Business Outcomes as part of the product strategy in
order to provide an objective metric about which product idea and
strategy to pursue. You will learn how to create impactful end-to-end
product experiences by engaging stakeholders and reacting to
external feedback. What you will learn How do you execute ideas that
matter? How can you define the right success metrics? How can you
plan for product success? How do you capture qualitative and
quantitative insights about the product? How do you know whether
your product aligns to desired business goals? What processes are
slowing you down? Who this book is for If you are leading a team that
is building a new product, then this book is for you. The book is
targeted at product managers, functional leads in enterprises,
business sponsors venturing into new product offerings, product
development teams, and start-up founders.

2016-12 Courtney Butorac Meet Alex and his friends Max, Lily, Bella
and Jack who are all members of the A-Team. "A" stands for both
Awesome and Autism. Join Alex as he helps us understand Autism and
teaches us about his strengths and challenges in addition to those of
the fellow A-Team members. Observe how social situations in school
can lead to various conflicts or confusion. Then, participate each week
in A-Team meetings, led by their teacher Ms. Corina. Learn how Ms.
Corina helps the members of the A-Team address various social skill
challenges. Review strategies, steps and actions to proactively address
common social skill challenges, such as: compromising, being too silly,
being too bossy, being flexible, dealing with losing and more. See how
Ms. Corina uses Top Secret Mission cards to outline key steps and
strategies that can increase success with school, work and friendships.
This book is an introduction to "The A-Team Presents..." social skills
book series and curriculum. The series helps teachers and parents
proactively develop social skills as well as deal with a range of
common social challenges. Notably, this is the introduction book in the
"The A-Team Presents..." series of social skill books. This Intro book
introduces and discusses autism, while the rest of the books in the
series don't mention autism explicitly. After this Introduction book,
each story unfolds from the perspective of one of the A-Team
members. Every book focuses on a specific social skill, without

mentioning autism. In this way, parents, teachers and administrators
will find these books to be an invaluable resource for teaching social
skills to ALL students, with or without autism.

2019-09-17 Matthew Skelton Effective software teams are essential for
any organization to deliver value continuously and sustainably. But
how do you build the best team organization for your specific goals,
culture, and needs? Team Topologies is a practical, step-by-step,
adaptive model for organizational design and team interaction based
on four fundamental team types and three team interaction patterns. It
is a model that treats teams as the fundamental means of delivery,
where team structures and communication pathways are able to
evolve with technological and organizational maturity. In Team
Topologies, IT consultants Matthew Skelton and Manuel Pais share
secrets of successful team patterns and interactions to help readers
choose and evolve the right team patterns for their organization,
making sure to keep the software healthy and optimize value streams.
Team Topologies is a major step forward in organizational design for
software, presenting a well-defined way for teams to interact and
interrelate that helps make the resulting software architecture clearer
and more sustainable, turning inter-team problems into valuable
signals for the self-steering organization.

1917

2019-09-24 Summer Greene Summer Greene's Rainbow Rangers:
Meet the Team is an original adventure based on the hit animated
series on Nick Jr.! Meet seven girls who work as a team. They live in a
magical land. They help protect Earth and save the animals. They are
the Rainbow Rangers and they are nature’s superheroes! Learn about
each Ranger’s personality and power in this character guide. The clear
text and colorful illustrations make this book a perfect fit for new and
emerging readers. An Imprint Book

2017-11-27 Rebecca Pope-Ruark Digital tools have long been a
transformative part of academia, enhancing the classroom and
changing the way we teach. Yet there is a way that academia may be
able to benefit more from the digital revolution: by adopting the
project management techniques used by software developers. Agile
work strategies are a staple of the software development world,
developed out of the need to be flexible and responsive to fast-paced
change at times when “business as usual” could not work. These
techniques call for breaking projects into phases and short-term goals,
managing assignments collectively, and tracking progress openly.
Agile Faculty is a comprehensive roadmap for scholars who want to
incorporate Agile practices into all aspects of their academic careers,
be it research, service, or teaching. Rebecca Pope-Ruark covers the
basic principles of Scrum, one of the most widely used models, and
then through individual chapters shows how to apply that framework
to everything from individual research to running faculty committees
to overseeing student class work. Practical and forward-thinking, Agile
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Faculty will help readers not only manage their time and projects but
also foster productivity, balance, and personal and professional
growth.

2011-08-02 Pete Carroll "I know that I'll be evaluated in Seattle with
wins and losses, as that is the nature of my profession for the last
thirty-five years. But our record will not be what motivates me. Years
ago I was asked, 'Pete, which is better: winning or competing?' My
response was instantaneous: 'Competing. . . because it lasts longer.'"
Pete Carroll is one of the most successful coaches in football today. As
the head coach at USC, he brought the Trojans back to national
prominence, amassing a 97-19 record over nine seasons. Now he
shares the championship-winning philosophy that led USC to seven
straight Pac-10 titles. This same mind-set and culture will shape his
program as he returns to the NFL to coach the Seattle Seahawks.
Carroll developed his unique coaching style by trial and error over his
career. He learned that you get better results by teaching instead of
screaming, and by helping players grow as people, not just on the
field. He learned that an upbeat, energetic atmosphere in the locker
room can coexist with an unstoppable competitive drive. He learned
why you should stop worrying about your opponents, why you should
always act as if the whole world is watching, and many other
contrarian insights. Carroll shows us how the Win Forever philosophy
really works, both in NCAA Division I competition and in the NFL. He
reveals how his recruiting strategies, training routines, and game-day
rituals preserve a team's culture year after year, during championship
seasons and disappointing seasons alike. Win Forever is about more
than winning football games; it's about maximizing your potential in
every aspect of your life. Carroll has taught business leaders facing
tough challenges. He has helped troubled kids on the streets of Los
Angeles through his foundation A Better LA. His words are true in any
situation: "If you want to win forever, always compete."

1928 Miami University (Oxford, Ohio)

2021-09-28 Loran Nordgren Wall Street Journal bestseller Watch your
most innovative ideas take flight by overcoming the forces that resist
change The Human Element is for anyone who wants to introduce a
new idea or innovation into the world. Most marketers, innovators,
executives, activists, or anyone else in the business of creating change,
operate on a deep assumption. It is the belief that the best (and
perhaps only) way to convince people to embrace a new idea is to
heighten the appeal of the idea itself. We instinctively believe that if
we add enough value, people will eventually say "yes." This reflex
leads us down a path of adding features and benefits to our ideas or
increasing the sizzle of our messaging - all in the hope of getting
others on board. We call this instinct the "Fuel-based mindset." The
Fuel-based mindset explains so much of what we do, from adding
countless trivial features to software, to bolting a sixth blade onto a
shaving razor. By focusing on Fuel, innovators neglect the other half of
the equation – the psychological Frictions that oppose change.

Frictions create drag on innovation. And though they are rarely
considered, overcoming these Frictions is essential for bringing new
ideas into the world. The Human Element highlights the four Frictions
that operate against innovation. Readers will discover: Why their best
ideas and initiatives often get rejected – despite their undeniable value
How to disarm the forces of resistance that act against change How to
transform the very Frictions that hold us back into catalysts for change
Perfect for business leaders, product managers, educators, and anyone
else who seeks to bring new and exciting ideas to life, The Human
Element is an indispensable resource to help people overcome the
powerful forces of human nature that instinctively resist change.

2018-05-01 Alison Green From the creator of the popular website Ask
a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty,
practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring
all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in
the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully,
Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough
discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn
what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take
credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit
“reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all
• you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your
work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal •
you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-
read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to
the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not)
and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and
kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a
pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships
in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or
new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of
Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of
The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager
is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a
diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial:
Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together

1915

2015-02-10 Jay Martin The NSCAA continues their successful book
series "The Best of Soccer Journal" with this new highly anticipated
entry in the instructional soccer book field. The book explores the
Craft and Art of Coaching. The best coaches in the US describe how

they get it done on the field. In addition, this book explores the 'Last
Frontier' - the mental side of the game. Successful players and coaches
must train the mind as well as the body to succeed and master the
game!

2003 Rudi Schollaert

1917

2005 Stephen Troutman The world today demands a more complex
and integrated model of work that entails people working together,
simultaneously remote, matrixed and global--the modern virtual team.
A virtual team methodology can help organizations meet this
challenge. The Team Capital Model, whereby teams deposit assets that
can later be withdrawn during the inevitable periods of stress during a
project, is the fundamental concept that helps ensure smooth
functioning, effective, and successful teams.

1919 Jewish People's Institute of Chicago

2024-03-12 Rosa Annie Wilkes Welcome! If you're picking up this
book, you might be looking for ways to understand and live better with
psychosis, or perhaps you're helping someone who is. This isn't just
another self-help book. It's a guide designed specifically for
you—whether you're navigating your own experiences with psychosis,
caring for a loved one, a mental health professional seeking to expand
your toolkit, or an educator aiming to support your students more
effectively. Psychosis can feel like a journey through uncharted
territory. Traditional approaches to managing it often take a one-size-
fits-all approach, which might not resonate with everyone's unique
experiences. That's where this book, and Dialectical Behavior Therapy
(DBT), comes in. DBT, a therapy originally developed to treat
borderline personality disorder, has shown promising results for a
wide range of other conditions, including psychosis. Its core
principles—mindfulness, distress tolerance, emotion regulation, and
interpersonal effectiveness—offer powerful tools for managing the
intense emotions and challenges that come with psychosis. But here's
where we take a unique turn: we tailor these strategies to fit your
personal story.

2023-03-09 Chetan Singh Behavioral Interview Questions and
Answers" is a guide to mastering the art of the behavioral interview.
This book is packed with a wide range of behavioral interview
questions and example answers to help job seekers prepare for the
most challenging job interviews. From describing how you handle
stress to demonstrating your ability to think creatively, this book
covers all the crucial skills and qualities that employers are looking for
in their candidates. Each question is accompanied by a detailed
example answer, outlining how to structure your response and what to
include. In addition to the interview questions, this book also offers
practical advice on how to prepare for a behavioral interview,
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including how to research the company, dress appropriately, and make
a positive impression. Whether you are a recent graduate or a
seasoned professional, "Behavioral Interview Questions and Answers"
is an essential resource for anyone who wants to ace their next job
interview and land their dream job. With this book, you'll be well-
equipped to showcase your skills and experiences in the best possible
light and secure the job offer you've been working towards.

1915

2020-07-20 Ralph Berwanger Papa Rafa has been the Marino story
keeper for more than twenty-five years. As the story keeper, he has
memorized almost every leaf of the family tree back to the 1600s.
More importantly, Papa Rafa is the protector of stories from the past
and a collector of stories from the present. Over 250 years of stories
that reveal the character of the Marino family reside in Papa Rafa's
library. Within the pages of this book are some of his favorite stories.
He has included the story of Great-Grandmother Pia's bravery in war,
his sister Isabella's encounter with giant whales, and even his own
careless adventure with a rubber raft. They are about Papa Rafa's
family. The character names may be new to you, but look carefully,
inside every story, you will see someone that you know or maybe even
yourself. Readers are invited to visit with Papa Rafa at his virtual
coffee shop and bookstore by typing https://paparafa.com into their
Internet browser.

1909 Phi Delta Theta Fraternity

2018-12-04 David Shippy A roadmap for achieving financial freedom in
less than five years! David and Leslie Shippy went from a middle-class
life to financial freedom in three short years. They were able to
replace both of their multiple six-figure incomes and walk away from

corporate America. Their first three apartment investments tripled
their investors’ money. They have since gone on to purchase and
manage a portfolio of apartments that consists of over three thousand
units and is worth over $300 million. Money Matters for Financial
Freedom reveals the principles they used to do it. David and Leslie’s
detailed guide provides specific examples and skills that shift readers’
thinking from a middle-class mindset to a financially free millionaire
mindset. It outlines specific techniques and leadership skills necessary
for running a multimillion-dollar business, along with step-by-step
examples of how to manage money, create multiple business streams
of income, and enable financial freedom!

1916
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2006-01-06 Jean Tabaka “Collaboration Explained is a deeply
pragmatic book that helps agile practitioners understand and manage
complex organizational and team dynamics. As an agile coach, I’ve
found the combination of straightforward advice and colorful
anecdotes to be invaluable in guiding and focusing interactions with
my teams. Jean’s wealth of experience is conveyed in a carefully struck
balance of reference guides and prose, facilitating just-in-time learning
in the agile spirit. All in all, a superb resource for building stronger
teams that’s fit for agile veterans and neophytes alike.” —Arlen
Bankston, Lean Agile Practice Manager, CC Pace “If Agile is the new
‘what,’ then surely Collaboration is the new ‘how.’ There are many
things I really like about Jean’s new book. Right at the top of the list is
that I don’t have to make lists of ideas for collaboration and facilitation
anymore. Jean has it all. Not only does she have those great ideas for
meetings, retrospectives, and team decision-making that I need to
remember, but the startling new and thought-provoking ideas are
there too. And the stories, the stories, the stories! The best way to

transfer wisdom. Thanks, Jean!” —Linda Rising, Independent
Consultant The Hands-On Guide to Effective Collaboration in Agile
Projects To succeed, an agile project demands outstanding
collaboration among all its stakeholders. But great collaboration
doesn’t happen by itself; it must be carefully planned and facilitated
throughout the entire project lifecycle. Collaboration Explained is the
first book to bring together proven, start-to-finish techniques for
ensuring effective collaboration in any agile software project. Since
the early days of the agile movement, Jean Tabaka has been studying
and promoting collaboration in agile environments. Drawing on her
unsurpassed experience, she offers clear guidelines and easy-to-use
collaboration templates for every significant project event: from
iteration and release planning, through project chartering, all the way
through post-project retrospectives. Tabaka’s hands-on techniques are
applicable to every leading agile methodology, from Extreme
Programming and Scrum to Crystal Clear. Above all, they are
practical: grounded in a powerful understanding of the technical,
business, and human challenges you face as a project manager or
development team member. · Build collaborative software
development cultures, leaders, and teams · Prepare yourself to
collaborate—and prepare your team · Define clear roles for each
participant in promoting collaboration · Set your collaborative agenda
· Master tools for organizing collaboration more efficiently · Run
effective collaborative meetings—including brainstorming sessions ·
Promote better small-group and pair-programming collaboration · Get
better information, and use it to make better decisions · Use non-
abusive conflict to drive positive outcomes · Collaborate to estimate
projects and schedules more accurately · Strengthen collaboration
across distributed, virtual teams · Extend collaboration from individual
projects to the entire development organization
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